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SESSION 1 PHYSICS OF CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT

9412 03 Complementary contrast media for metal artifact reduction in dual-energy CT [9412-2]
9412 04 Preliminary study of copper oxide nanoparticles acoustic and magnetic properties for medical imaging [9412-3]
9412 05 Determination of contrast media administration to achieve a targeted contrast enhancement in CT [9412-4]

SESSION 2 IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

9412 06 Application of a non-convex smooth hard threshold regularizer to sparse-view CT image reconstruction [9412-5]
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9412 0A Clinical image benefits after model-based reconstruction for low dose dedicated breast tomosynthesis [9412-9]
9412 0B Rank-sparsity constrained spectro-temporal reconstruction for retrospectively gated dynamic CT [9412-10]

SESSION 3 DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY

9412 0C Low-dose performance of wafer-scale CMOS-based x-ray detectors [9412-11]
9412 0D Apodized-aperture pixel design to increase high-frequency DQE and reduce noise aliasing in x-ray detectors [9412-12]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 4: Phase Contrast Imaging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0E</strong> Low dose digital x-ray imaging with avalanche amorphous selenium [9412-13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0F</strong> Multi-energy imagers for a radiotherapy treatment environment [9412-14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0G</strong> Investigation of the screen optics of thick CsI(Tl) detectors [9412-15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SESSION 4 PHASE CONTRAST IMAGING</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0H</strong> New signal extraction method in x-ray differential phase contrast imaging with a tilted collinear analyzer grating [9412-16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0J</strong> Phase-contrast imaging using radiation sources based on laser-plasma wakefield accelerators: state of the art and future development [9412-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0K</strong> Laboratory implementation of edge illumination x-ray phase-contrast imaging with energy-resolved detectors [9412-19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0L</strong> Small animal lung imaging with an in-line x-ray phase contrast benchtop system [9412-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0M</strong> Redefining the lower statistical limit in x-ray phase-contrast imaging [9412-21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop: Uncertainties in the Medical Imaging Chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0N</strong> Quantifying and reducing uncertainties in cancer therapy [9412-214]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 5: Algorithmic Developments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0O</strong> Optimization and image quality assessment of the alpha-image reconstruction algorithm: iterative reconstruction with well-defined image quality metrics [9412-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0P</strong> An example-based brain MRI simulation framework [9412-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0Q</strong> Motion estimation and compensation for coronary artery and myocardium in cardiac CT [9412-24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0R</strong> Estimating ROI activity concentration with photon-processing and photon-counting SPECT imaging systems [9412-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0S</strong> Monte Carlo simulation of inverse geometry x-ray fluoroscopy using a modified MC-GPU framework [9412-26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 6: Computed Tomography I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9412 0T</strong> Image-based material decomposition with a general volume constraint for photon-counting CT [9412-27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9412 0U Fluence field modulated CT on a clinical TomoTherapy radiation therapy machine
[9412-28]

9412 0V Dual-energy imaging of bone marrow edema on a dedicated multi-source cone-beam CT system for the extremities [9412-29]

9412 0W Initial results from a prototype whole-body photon-counting computed tomography system [9412-30]

9412 0X Fluid dynamic bowtie attenuators [9412-31]

9412 0Y A new CT system architecture for high temporal resolution with applications to improved geometric dose efficiency and sparse sampling [9412-32]

SESSION 7 PHOTON COUNTING IMAGING

9412 0Z Spectral CT of the extremities with a silicon strip photon counting detector [9412-33]

9412 10 Pulse detection logic for multibin photon counting detectors: beyond the simple comparator [9412-34]

9412 11 Evaluation of spectral CT data acquisition methods via non-stochastic variance maps [9412-35]

9412 12 Low rank approximation (LRA) based noise reduction in spectral-resolved x-ray imaging using photon counting detector [9412-36]

9412 13 Multivariate Gaussian model based Cramér-Rao lower bound evaluation of the in-depth PCXD [9412-37]

9412 14 Energy calibration of photon counting detectors using x-ray tube potential as a reference for material decomposition applications [9412-38]

9412 15 Modelling the channel-wise count response of a photon-counting spectral CT detector to a broad x-ray spectrum [9412-39]

SESSION 8 KEYNOTE AND NOVEL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES

9412 17 Quantitative imaging as cancer biomarker (Keynote Paper) [9412-40]

9412 18 Respiratory motion compensation for simultaneous PET/MR based on a 3D-2D registration of strongly undersampled radial MR data: a simulation study [9412-41]

9412 19 Theoretical and experimental comparison of image signal and noise for dual-energy subtraction angiography and conventional x-ray angiography [9412-42]
SESSION 9 MEASUREMENTS, PHANTOMS, SIMULATIONS

9412 1A A quantitative metrology for performance characterization of breast tomosynthesis systems based on an anthropomorphic phantom (Best Student Paper Award) [9412-43]

9412 1B Volumetric limiting spatial resolution analysis of four dimensional digital subtraction angiography (4D-DSA) [9412-44]

9412 1C New family of generalized metrics for comparative imaging system evaluation [9412-45]

9412 1D Approximate path seeking for statistical iterative reconstruction [9412-46]

9412 1E Enhancing 4D PC-MRI in an aortic phantom considering numerical simulations [9412-47]

9412 1F Experimental implementation of coded aperture coherent scatter spectral imaging of cancerous and healthy breast tissue samples [9412-48]

SESSION 10 BREAST IMAGING

9412 1G Monte Carlo evaluation of the relationship between absorbed dose and contrast-to-noise ratio in coherent scatter breast CT [9412-49]

9412 1H Monte Carlo simulation of breast tomosynthesis: visibility of microcalcifications at different acquisition schemes [9412-50]

9412 1I Asymmetric scatter kernels for software-based scatter correction of gridless mammography [9412-51]

9412 1J Anatomical background noise power spectrum in differential phase contrast breast images [9412-52]

9412 1K Three dimensional dose distribution comparison of simple and complex acquisition trajectories in dedicated breast CT using radiochromic film [9412-53]

SESSION 11 RADIATION DOSE AND DOSIMETRY

9412 1L Fluid-filled dynamic bowtie filter: a feasibility study [9412-54]

9412 1M Imaging task-based optimal kV and mA selection for CT radiation dose reduction: from filtered backprojection (FBP) to statistical model based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) [9412-55]

9412 1N First results from a prototype dynamic attenuator system [9412-56]

9412 1O Ultra low radiation dose digital subtraction angiography (DSA) imaging using low rank constraint [9412-57]
### SESSION 12 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

| 9412 1P | Evaluation of a video-based head motion tracking system for dedicated brain PET [9412-58] |
| 9412 1Q | Computation of synthetic mammograms with an edge-weighting algorithm [9412-59] |
| 9412 1R | Lesion insertion in projection domain for computed tomography image quality assessment [9412-60] |
| 9412 1S | Examining wide-arc digital breast tomosynthesis: optimization using a visual-search model observer [9412-61] |
| 9412 1T | Performance comparison of breast imaging modalities using a 4AFC human observer study [9412-62] |

### SESSION 13 X-RAY IMAGING

| 9412 1U | X-ray attenuation of adipose breast tissue: in-vitro and in-vivo measurements using spectral imaging [9412-63] |
| 9412 1W | Detector, collimator and real-time reconstructor for a new scanning-beam digital x-ray (SBDX) prototype [9412-65] |
| 9412 1Y | Digital breast tomosynthesis with minimal breast compression [9412-67] |

### SESSION 14 COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY II

| 9412 20 | Task-driven imaging in cone-beam computed tomography (Best Student Paper Award) [9412-69] |
| 9412 21 | The rotate-plus-shift C-arm trajectory: complete CT data with limited angular rotation [9412-70] |
| 9412 22 | Simultaneous imaging of multiple contrast agents using full-spectrum micro-CT [9412-71] |
| 9412 23 | Spectral deblurring: an algorithm for high-resolution hybrid spectral CT [9412-72] |
| 9412 24 | Performance comparison between static and dynamic cardiac CT on perfusion quantitation and patient classification tasks [9412-73] |

### SESSION 15 TOMOSYNTHESIS

| 9412 25 | Methods to mitigate data truncation artifacts in multi-contrast tomosynthesis image reconstructions [9412-74] |
| 9412 26 | Feasibility study of the diagnosis and monitoring of cystic fibrosis in pediatric patients using stationary digital chest tomosynthesis [9412-75] |
Segmentation methods for breast vasculature in dual-energy contrast-enhanced digital breast tomosynthesis [9412-76]

Initial clinical evaluation of stationary digital breast tomosynthesis [9412-77]

The impact of breast structure on lesion detection in breast tomosynthesis [9412-78]

Circular tomosynthesis for neuro perfusion imaging on an interventional C-arm [9412-79]

POSTER SESSION

NSECT sinogram sampling optimization by normalized mutual information [9412-80]

Feasibility study of dose reduction in digital breast tomosynthesis using non-local denoising algorithms [9412-81]

Virtual clinical trials using inserted pathology in clinical images: investigation of assumptions for local glandularity and noise [9412-82]

Region of interest processing for iterative reconstruction in x-ray computed tomography [9412-83]

Improving low-dose cardiac CT images using 3D sparse representation based processing [9412-84]

Complete optical stack modeling for CMOS-based medical x-ray detectors [9412-87]

Incorporating corrections for the head-holder and compensation filter when calculating skin dose during fluoroscopically guided interventions [9412-88]

An attempt to estimate out-of-plane lung nodule elongation in tomosynthesis images [9412-89]

A wire scanning based method for geometric calibration of high resolution CT system [9412-90]

Reduction of iodinated contrast medium in CT: feasibility study [9412-91]

Physics-based modeling of computed tomography systems [9412-93]

A novel CT-FFR method for the coronary artery based on 4D-CT image analysis and structural and fluid analysis [9412-94]

NVIDIA OptiX ray-tracing engine as a new tool for modelling medical imaging systems [9412-95]

Feasibility of ray- and pixel-driven projector/back-projector in linear motion tomosynthesis [9412-96]

A rapid parallelization of cone-beam projection and back-projection operator based on texture fetching interpolation [9412-99]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9412 2T</td>
<td>Using digital subtraction in computer simulated images as a tool to aid the visual detection of masked lesions in dense breasts [9412-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 2U</td>
<td>Optimized magnetic resonance diffusion protocol for ex-vivo whole human brain imaging with a clinical scanner [9412-101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 2W</td>
<td>Convolution-based estimation of organ dose in tube current modulated CT [9412-104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 2X</td>
<td>Personalized low dose CT via variable kVp [9412-105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 2Y</td>
<td>Dosimetry for spectral molecular imaging of small animals with MARS-CT [9412-106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 2Z</td>
<td>Patient specific tube current modulation for CT dose reduction [9412-107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 30</td>
<td>A real-time skin dose tracking system for biplane neuro-interventional procedures [9412-108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 31</td>
<td>A Monte Carlo study on the effect of the orbital bone to the radiation dose delivered to the eye lens [9412-109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 32</td>
<td>Analysis of uncertainties in Monte Carlo simulated organ dose for chest CT [9412-111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 33</td>
<td>A numerical investigation for the optimal positions and weighting coefficients of point dose measurements in the weighted CTDI [9412-112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 34</td>
<td>3D dosimetry estimation for selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) using SPECT/CT images: a phantom study [9412-114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 35</td>
<td>A comparison of mammographic systems for different breast thicknesses using model observer detectability [9412-115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 36</td>
<td>Influence of DBT reconstruction algorithm on power law spectrum coefficient [9412-116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 37</td>
<td>Intrinsic noise power spectrum for the electronic noise in radiography image detectors [9412-117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 38</td>
<td>Noise performance studies of model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) as a function of kV, mA and exposure level: Impact on radiation dose reduction and image quality [9412-118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 39</td>
<td>Directional MTF measurement using sphere phantoms for a digital breast tomosynthesis system [9412-119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 3A</td>
<td>Comparison of methods for quantitative evaluation of endoscopic distortion [9412-120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9412 3B</td>
<td>An experimental study of the accuracy in measurement of modulation transfer function using an edge method [9412-121]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9412 3C Physical performance testing of digital breast tomosynthesis [9412-122]
9412 3D Iterative CT reconstruction with small pixel size: distance-driven forward projector versus Joseph's [9412-123]
9412 3E Application of the fractal Perlin noise algorithm for the generation of simulated breast tissue [9412-124]
9412 3F Investigating materials for breast nodules simulation by using segmentation and similarity analysis of digital images [9412-125]
9412 3G Acoustic characterization of polyvinyl chloride and self-healing silicone as phantom materials [9412-126]
9412 3H SPECT reconstruction using DCT-induced tight framelet regularization [9412-127]
9412 3I Robust iterative image reconstruction for breast CT by use of projection differentiation [9412-128]
9412 3J Adapted fan-beam volume reconstruction for stationary digital breast tomosynthesis [9412-129]
9412 3K Adaptive nonlocal means-based regularization for statistical image reconstruction of low-dose x-ray CT [9412-130]
9412 3L Performance evaluation of a novel high performance pinhole array detector module using NEMA NU-4 image quality phantom for four head SPECT Imaging [9412-131]
9412 3M A mathematical approach to image reconstruction on dual-energy computed tomography [9412-132]
9412 3N Statistical model based iterative reconstruction in myocardial CT perfusion: exploitation of the low dimensionality of the spatial-temporal image matrix [9412-133]
9412 3O Statistical iterative reconstruction for multi-contrast x-ray micro-tomography [9412-134]
9412 3P Multi-dimensional tensor-based adaptive filter (TBAF) for low dose x-ray CT [9412-136]
9412 3Q Impact of covariance modeling in dual-energy spectral CT image reconstruction [9412-137]
9412 3R Direct composite fillings: an optical coherence tomography and microCT investigation [9412-138]
9412 3S A clinical evaluation of total variation-Stokes image reconstruction strategy for low-dose CT imaging of the chest [9412-139]
9412 3T CBCT reconstruction via a penalty combining total variation and its higher-degree term [9412-140]
9412 3U Limited angle C-arm tomosynthesis reconstruction algorithms [9412-142]
Hessian Schatten-norm regularization for CBCT image reconstruction using fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm [9412-143]

Absorption imaging performance in a future Talbot-Lau interferometer based breast imaging system [9412-145]

Comparison of CT scatter rejection effectiveness using antiscatter grids and energy-discriminating detectors [9412-146]

Evaluation of the effective focal spot size of x-ray tubes by utilizing the edge response analysis [9412-147]

Model based predictive design of post patient collimation for whole body CT scanners [9412-148]

Measurements and simulations of scatter imaging as a simultaneous adjunct for screening mammography [9412-149]

Prospective gated chest tomosynthesis using CNT x-ray source array [9412-150]

Anti-scatter grid artifact elimination for high resolution x-ray imaging CMOS detectors [9412-151]

A combination of spatial and recursive temporal filtering for noise reduction when using region of interest (ROI) fluoroscopy for patient dose reduction in image guided vascular interventions with significant anatomical motion [9412-152]

Directional information of the simultaneously active x-ray sources and fast CT reconstruction [9412-153]

A study on quality improvement of x-ray imaging of the respiratory-system based on a new image processing technique [9412-154]

Anatomy-based transmission factors for technique optimization in portable chest x-ray [9412-155]

Low dose scatter correction for digital chest tomosynthesis [9412-156]

Signal uniformity of mammography systems and its impact on test results from contrast detail phantoms [9412-157]

Signal and noise analysis of flat-panel sandwich detectors for single-shot dual-energy x-ray imaging [9412-158]

Exposure dose reduction for the high energy spectrum in the photon counting mammography: simulation study based on Japanese breast glandularity and thickness [9412-159]

Construction of realistic liver phantoms from patient images using 3D printer and its application in CT image quality assessment [9412-163]
A comparison of material decomposition techniques for dual-energy CT colonography [9412-164]

Conditional-likelihood approach to material decomposition in spectral absorption-based or phase-contrast CT [9412-165]

Model based iterative reconstruction IMR gives possibility to evaluate thinner slice thicknesses than conventional iterative reconstruction iDose 4: a phantom study [9412-168]

Evaluation of imaging characteristics in CTDI phantom size on contrast imaging [9412-169]

Scatter correction of vessel dropout behind highly attenuating structures in 4D-DSA [9412-170]

Region-of-interest cone beam computed tomography (ROI CBCT) with a high resolution CMOS detector [9412-171]

Volume-of-interest reconstruction from severely truncated data in dental cone-beam CT [9412-172]

Implementation of interior micro-CT on a carbon nanotube dynamic micro-CT scanner for lower radiation dose [9412-173]

Comparison of cone beam artifacts reduction: two pass algorithm vs TV-based CS algorithm [9412-174]

A new multi-planar reconstruction method using voxel based beamforming for 3D ultrasound imaging [9412-175]

Non-invasive thermal IR detection of breast tumor development in vivo (Best Poster Award) [9412-176]

Slice profile distortions in single slice continuously moving table MRI [9412-177]

Investigation of optimal acquisition time of myocardial perfusion scintigraphy using cardiac focusing-collimator [9412-180]

Modeling CZT/CdTe x-ray photon-counting detectors [9412-182]

Statistical bias in material decomposition in low photon statistics region [9412-183]

Reducing the formation of image artifacts during spectroscopic micro-CT acquisitions [9412-184]

Investigation of a one-step spectral CT reconstruction algorithm for direct inversion into basis material images [9412-185]

A photon counting detector model based on increment matrices to simulate statistically correct detector signals [9412-186]

Photon-counting CT: modeling and compensating of spectral distortion effects [9412-187]
On filtration for high-energy phase-contrast x-ray imaging [9412-188]

Single-step, quantitative x-ray differential phase contrast imaging using spectral detection in a coded aperture setup [9412-189]

Practicable phase contrast techniques with large spot sources [9412-191]

Statistical estimation of the directional dependency of subject in visibility-contrast imaging with the x-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer [9412-192]

The quantitative evaluation of the correlation between the magnification and the visibility-contrast value [9412-193]

Complex dark-field contrast in grating-based x-ray phase contrast imaging [9412-194]

Improving depth resolution in digital breast tomosynthesis by iterative image reconstruction [9412-195]

Physical characterization of photon-counting tomosynthesis [9412-196]

Metal artifact reduction in tomosynthesis imaging [9412-197]

Distance driven back projection image reconstruction in digital tomosynthesis [9412-198]

Detection of lung nodules in chest digital tomosynthesis (CDT): effects of the different angular dose distribution [9412-199]

Evaluation of effective dose with chest digital tomosynthesis system using Monte Carlo simulation [9412-200]

Optimization of a coded aperture coherent scatter spectral imaging system for medical imaging [9412-201]

Concept and setup for intraoperative imaging of tumorous tissue via Attenuated Total Reflection spectroscopy with Quantum Cascade Lasers [9412-202]

Scatter-free breast imaging using a monochromator coupled to a pixellated spectroscopic detector [9412-203]

Comparison of two CDMAM generations with respect to dose sensitivity [9412-204]

Dose and image quality measurements for contrast-enhanced dual energy mammography systems [9412-205]

Method for inserting noise in digital mammography to simulate reduction in radiation dose [9412-206]

Relationship between radiation dose and reduced x-ray sensitivity surrounding breast region using CR stimulable phosphor plate for mammography [9412-207]

Physics of a novel magnetic resonance and electrical impedance combination for breast cancer diagnosis (Best Poster Award) [9412-208]
9412 5M  Dual-energy (MV/kV) CT with probabilistic attenuation mapping for IGRT applications [9412-210]

9412 5N  Interventional C-arm tomosynthesis for vascular imaging: initial results [9412-211]

9412 5O  Usefulness of an energy-binned photon-counting x-ray detector for dental panoramic radiographs [9412-212]
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